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Acquisition of CAI Networks’ WebMux and DNSMux Load Balancers 
 
AVANU Acquires WebMux and DNSMux Load Balancers’ Intellectual Property, Development, 
Manufacturing, and Support Services  
 
San Jose, CA – August 22, 2012 – AVANU® today announces the acquisition of CAI Networks’ WebMux™ and 
DNSMux™ load balancers, also known as application delivery controller appliance products. The acquisition includes 
the entire intellectual property, development, manufacturing and support services of CAI Networks for these products.  
Key CAI Networks personnel have also joined AVANU and the brand names of WebMux and DNSMux will be 
retained. 
 
AVANU will improve on the excellent design, software engineering, integration and manufacturing foundation built by 
CAI Networks.  AVANU is refining plans to extend the very high performance capabilities already in the product to 
even higher levels. The chassis design will be updated for ever-increasing performance.  The interface will evolve to 
address approaches to abstraction of new applications and newer protocols. The firmware updates will emphasize 
higher performance, higher security, additional standards-compliance, as well as offer additional capabilities to the 
load balancing foundation. Ancillary tools will provide customers and prospect with simpler answers to optimal 
configurations and model choices. AVANU will continue to uphold the company’s guiding philosophy of being 
responsive to customers and partners in providing innovative solutions to challenging problems. 
 
“Over 15 years of design and development are in our load balancers and with AVANU’s market expertise, AVANU is 
the perfect company to carry-forth the product line and for making sure the customers are well taken care of”, says 
Wayne Yu, President of CAI Networks. 
 
“As we move forward, it is of utmost importance there are no interruptions to the services and support for existing and 
new customers alike. The demand for the WebMux load balancers continues to grow and we are very excited about 
the future enhancement possibilities that we have planned for the products and services.  AVANU’s goal is to keep up 
the high quality, superior feature set, and affordability for our users,” says Pamela Sun, President of AVANU. 
 
With this acquisition, AVANU now offers the full product line of WebMux load balancers as their own models ready for 
worldwide fulfillment. 
 
AVANU’s WebMux Load Balancers Availability 
WebMux load balancers Suggested Retail Price starts at US$3,999.00 and comes with a one (1) year product 
warranty, firmware updates, and technical support.  For additional information or how to become a reseller, contact 
sales@avanu.com or call 1.888.248.4900 (US & Canada Toll Free), 1.408.248.8960 International.   
 
About AVANU, LLC 
Based in the Silicon Valley of California and established in 1997, with a satellite office in the Washington DC area, 
AVANU® is a privately held network infrastructure product manufacturer and worldwide value-added supplier of 
networking products and services. AVANU’s focus is on products for IT network infrastructure and data center 
environments including network design and product implementation services.  AVANU® is a certified participant in 
the U.S SBA’s 8(a)/SDB development program, DoD CCR, and IAE’s ORCA certified.  
 
About CAI Networks, Inc.  
Founded in 1987, CAI Networks specializes in Internet/Intranet appliances and server reliability solutions and is a 
leading provider of load balancers. CAI has its engineering and sales offices in Southern California. WebMux load 
balancers are installed worldwide by businesses, government agencies, and ISPs to maintain the reliability and 
availability of websites, portals, and web-based applications. CAI Networks is a member of the Microsoft and Oracle 
partner networks.  
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